weLABEL 5500

Product details

- Bottom web labeler
- Clean and seamless integration into Weber lines
- Fast, efficient, and energy-saving

View online
Weber weLABEL 5000/5500: efficient cross-web labeler.

Experience unparalleled labeling efficiency in Weber’s production lines with Weber’s cutting-edge weLABEL cross-web labeler. Offering two options – the weLABEL 5000 as the top web labeler and the weLABEL 5500 as the bottom web labeler – the weLABEL is customizable with options to customer specific needs. What sets Weber’s labeler apart is its complete integration into the packaging machine, distinguishing it from any other labeler available on the market.

The weLABEL seamlessly merges with the Weber wePACK 7000, fusing the stepping unit and packaging components into a unified entity. The synchronized movements of the weLABEL and wePACK create a truly integrated process, resulting in a smooth and harmonious workflow. Leveraging optimized motion, this integration not only saves valuable time but also accelerates the labeling cycles, ensuring efficient performance. The cross-web labeler effortlessly adapts to a diverse range of formats, making it highly versatile in meeting customers’ production requirements.

To further enhance productivity, the weLABEL has a Zero Downtime function, maximizing operational efficiency and minimizing disruptions. This invaluable feature ensures uninterrupted performance, allowing for seamless production runs.

Weber’s commitment to user-friendliness shows in the design of the labeler. The label reel unwind conveniently rotates down, facilitating easy and ergonomic reloading of label reels. This feature significantly streamlines the label replacement process, optimizing overall efficiency. Additionally, the weLABEL seamlessly integrates into the control system of Weber’s packaging lines, providing a cohesive and intuitive user experience.

Advantages

- Bottom web labeler weLABEL 5500: up to 203 mm label web width, min. 20 mm label width and min. 30 mm label length
- Label roll core diameter: 1.5” / 38 mm standard, 3” / 76 mm adapter
- Fast, energy-saving, modern servo technology
Weber means: service across the board.

Weber Academy.
Maximize line performance through professional training courses.
At the Weber Headquarter in Breidenbach, Germany, we have our own training center, the Weber Academy. Being a provider of complete line solutions, we offer training courses for your Weber Line, tailored precisely to your needs. In doing so, our focus is always on increasing efficiency and optimizing profit in your company.

Weber Guardian.
A safe plan for your production.
Only those who listen can understand. And those who understand can act. With our Weber Guardian program, we harmonize people, machines, and processes to get the most out of production. From preventive maintenance and inspection through targeted personnel development to production support and optimization.

Weber Portal.
Networked thinking. handling together.
You will find everything about your Weber equipment bundled in your personal Weber Portal. Compact, individual and interactive. From your customer profile and that of your machines to e-learning on your setup as well as convenient spare parts ordering and service offers. Are you already registered?

We are looking forward to your message.

Weber Inc. U.S. Sales
Simon.Langhorn@weberweb.com
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